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his is not something you will see very often from this web site. It is being published here because it is so blatantly 
true.   It is being offered in this forum because of the frequent message in the quatrains such as  1 63 4 and 3 18 2 . 
he viewing time is 8 minutes 56 seconds, and every mother on the planet needs to understand what this message is... 

   

 
 

Play video  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFo0khKqvX4&feature=youtu.be  

Michael Tellinger shares the philosophy of Ubuntu. 

00:08:56  Added on 13/04/2014           6,896 views 
 

See also the forums DEMISE OF OIL -  in which seven events have come true - or ask for it at hiddentext@live.com.au  and  

The PEACE MAKER Introduction. One thing not included in The Introduction  to the man of peace in 1 92 was how that 
quatrain number was pinpointed. Just as in the case of Dan Green's mystery 681 in the window of Lincoln Cathedral 
when turned into Centuries 6 quatrain 81 became the subject of quantum physics, the very subject Dan was speaking 
about (this is in ISON Part One) :– Centuries 1 quatrain 92 had its own crop circle.  December 2013 Salinas Valley… 

 

''Those dots are in very specific order. It's so perfect it's almost 
like a machine did it.  They are not off in any way, shape, or 
form." 
Braille is a system of dots which enable blind people to read 
and write through touch. Falanga said the dots form three lines 
and translate in braille as:  192 192 
Orchestra conductor Carl Christensen of Monterey said he 
works with blind music students and agrees that it reads 192.  
"Now we just need to follow the 192 clue!"  Christensen said. 
Read more:  http://www.ksbw.com/news/central-
california/salinas/chualar-crop-circle-contains-message-braille-
expert-says/-/5738906/23714786/-/i47ped/-
/index.html#ixzz2zYj7haN1 

 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnWoDHCCqcM 
The Chualar Farm 12-30-13 California Crop Circle -                  
PART 1 of 2 

 

I am not actually suggesting the ''192'' really meant to ''go to that quatrain'', but this is certainly one ''coincidence'' 
which brought much joy, particularly when the texts hidden in that quatrein are all four lines about Michael Tellinger. 
 

n the subject of time travel.  Portals is a better word ~ ''time'' being a misunderstood construct. 

nly because I have personally experienced seven episodes of receiving a time traveller, do I espouse and 

implore you, the reader, to put up with me. In the forum 'IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS (Some Used)' 

is described six of the different ''intrusions'' encountered by me in my own living room.  

The seventh ''visit'' occurred October 2013, well after publishing that forum. One speculation which may have 

no foundations whatsoever which I did make was that these visits always seemed to be in a month which was 

high- lighted within the quatrein  lines. The 2013 ''interruption'' was in the last Thursday in October.    

Maybe I am just reading into the coincidences a little too much. This last visit, it is my opinion, was their first.  

A conclusion which was a ''thought'' sent to my  brain, I believe so as not to frighten me, since it was some sort 

of mechanical vision peering through a ''looking glass'' hovering next to my television. 

The word put in my head was ''co-ordinates'',   which indeed one would require as a priority with the height of 

my house being placed quite awkwardly. It is only between January 2009 of the first apparition and now, April 

2014 that I realise what the word ''furniture'' means which often appears in the anagrammed lines.   Those were 

lines I steadfastly ignored,  writing off as ''nonsensical'',  when in fact they were complaining about my furniture 

being moved around so much!    The consequence of this introduction becomes a video everyone with a decent 

working brain should listen to. The link here is part two of a recent reading this young man is making about one 

traveller who has ported from our future (2036) to 1998, leaving behind cryptic hints regarding right now.  

 

 

Presage XX Fier, cruel acte.     
IS ACE LECTURER  IS  CEREAL  
(1 92 crop circle)  
RECITE CLEARER CARE-FUL CLUE  
on page 12 or nearby 
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The name of the ''trans-porter'' is John Titor, easily written off by those who skimmed lightly through his hidden 

warnings, simply because he took ten years off his prognostications. When he speaks of 2004 – he is speaking of 

2014, and at the same time providing a ten year gap allowing people to prepare themselves.  

I strongly recommend one listens to this link for a start. 

The reason this is being published here?  

Because John Titor describes Michael Tell inger 's paradigm of l i fe style ! 

There is a twist to this which does not escape me, and which Michael Tellinger touched on lightly as surmisation. 

Those archaeological rock rings which contain such high Earthly electro-magnetism, and which were described in 1 92 

the introduction to this  forum; are trans-portals. 

 

JOHN TITOR Part 3  (a repetion of 2) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJvslaGI2n8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zcYEB8CG0U   

There are two reservations  I have in regard to the messages brought 
back from 2036 and they are the presence of a military force from 
within the community and the mention of paper money. 

 

If you have not been to LORD OF THE RINGS  which is mostly in pictures, maybe now is a good time to do so. 

 

 

7  23 1. Le royal sceptre sera constrainct de prendre, 
7  23 2. Ce que ses predecesseurs avoient engaige: 
7  23 3. Puis que l'aneau on fera mal entendre, 

7  23 3. Lors qu'on viendra le palais saccager. 

see 3 56 
The royal sceptre  [president] will be forced to take  

that which his/its predecessors had pledged. The fiscal system 

Because they do not understand about the ring 
when they come to sack the palace (Vatican). 

sceptre  means ''Erid.anus; (U.N.) Lepus tribes (of greys) Jupiter/Uranus'' 

l'aneau  Here is a very interesting word. It means the ''ring'' but one can see the words ''anniversary'' and Anu stemming 
from this word. A ring certainly represents the circular pattern of an orbit, that which creates the ''anna'' or ''annal'' year.  
This line has hidden within it the words ''Anu ring'' – and Michael Tellinger has studied plenty of those! 
 

  

These gate keepers either side of ''the 

ring lord'' are Seraphim of the Elohim – 

of  E.Yah  himself. 

Above the Ring is the 'street sign' which 

always attends a portal… 

the Haoma of Zoro.Aster/Gheber 

You can see who it is within the ''ring'' 

Even if this is a hoax – why would someone think this up as an idea? Whoever would tie Nostradamus with the Elohim? 
Half a day was spent trying to find this again, it is no longer where it was when at first it was found. I do find it possible 

for a member of the ''elite'' to arrange this as a hoax, since they have possession of time gates. They must be having a real giggle. 

 

 

wall relief holding a ''Tellinger'' cone ''holder'' 

The swirling lines represent the magnetic waves 

 
 

3 56  appeared in  7 73 PRESENTED TO VULCAN 
Montaubant, Nismes, Auignon & Besier, 
Peste, tonnerre, & gresle fin de Mars: 
De Paris Pont, Lyon mur, Montpellier,                Paris – is Apr. 
Depuis six cens & sept vingts trois pars. 

This March is March 20 2003 – invasion of Iraq by America 

3 56 Montauban, Nismes, Avignon and Bziers, 
Plague, thunder and hail in the wake of Mars:                   (March) 
Of Paris [IS APR*] bridge, Lyons wall, Montpellier,  
                           (mountain = Ninurta) bridge & wall = stage gate 
Since/after six hundred and sixty seven by three                    2001 

and/or ''following 6 67 3'' 
 667 multiplied by three is 2001 –  * IS APR see also in 6 66 line four… ''Earth to quake in April - poorly buried.'' 

When Nostradamus speaks about an earthquake, it is because it is artificial, such as in 9 83  May 13 2008 Chengdu China (HAARP) 
9 83 1 Sun twentieth of Taurus: (May 13) the earth will tremble mightily… continues naming it as ''the year of the games'' (2008) 
We know he was telling us it was HAARP because line 3 says: ''Air, skies and earth obscured  &  troubled… describing  chemtrails 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJvslaGI2n8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zcYEB8CG0U
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''SINCE/after 2001'' are the following statements in date order: 
 

7 26 1 Fustes & galees autour de sept navires, 
USA TOUUERS FALL, PERSUADES PRESIDENT AND LEGISLATURE TOWARDS WAR 
1 87 Line2 Fera trembler autour de cité neufue 
AFTER TWO TREMBLE, (9/11) FEW INTERCEDE. OUTWARD DECEIT A FEATURE 
10 87 1 Grand Roy viendra prendre port pres de Nisse  
GIVEN ORDINARY REPORT PRESIDENT PRETENDS INVADER IS PREPARED 
8 70 2 Tyrannisant la Mesopotamie       Tyrannizing over Mesopotamia (Iraq) 
TYRANT PLOT INSANE AIM SAME METAL POISON (D.U.)… METANOTIONS POST : TYREL (Ventura) AIM M.E. EMANATION at AN  
8 70 1 Il entrera vilain, mechant, infame 
HE WILL ENTER, WICKED, UNPLEASANT, INFAMOUS 
THE AMERICAN VILLAIN'S FLAME IN AIR-TRAVEL MACHINES 
8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie 
THE LAND DREADFUL AND BLACK OF ASPECT (2003) 
ADD TO IT USA FAMOUS RAYS RADIOELEMENT 
6 23 1 D'esprit de regne munismes descrie's 
PRESIDENT DECREES IS IMMUNE GUN DESPITE CRIMES DEGREE 
7 26 2 Sera livree une mortelle guerre: 
EVEN MORE TRUE ISRAEL ILLEGAL REVENGE - RUIN VERMONT 
6 23 2 Et seront peuples esmeuz contre leur Roy 
TO RE-CONTROL SUEZ RULERS RELY ON EUROPE TERROR TO SUPPLEMENT 
10 87 2 Le grand empire de la mort si en fera 
MORTALS RADIO-ELEMENTS DEFINE EMPIRES DANGER 
1 46 2 Grand feu du ciel en trois nuicts tumbera 
SUBMARINE ELECTRONIC INSTRUCTIONS 
INCLUDE ITS NUCLEI FUEL DANGER 
1 46 3 Cause adviendra bien stupende et mirande 
BECAUSE AMERICA TRIDENT-SUBMARINE UPENDS,  
RADIUM RUINED MEDITERRANEAN 
10 87 3 Aux Antipolles, posera son genisse 
ALL POINT EXPOSURES ASSURES NO GENESIS 
(radiation exposure and infertility) 
10 87 4 Par mer la Pille tout esuanouyra 
APPAREL LITTLE MORE USE IN USA OR PERSIA (IRAN)                                      Radioactivity 
2 86 1 Naufrage a classe pres d'onde Hadriatique  
PERSIA (Iran) RAGE, RADIATION DEEDS QUITE UNSAFE NO CLASS SPARED IN DEATH RAID  
6 23 3 Paix sainct nouueau, sainctes loix empirees 
PERSIA FANATICS-CAUSE EXPLOITS:   
FIXATION ON USA- NEW MEXICO EXPERIMENTS 
INITIALISES PEACE:  EXCUSE NOUU POST MARXIAN  
2 86 2 La terre tremble esmea?e sus l'air en terre mis 
MISERABLE ELEMENTS TRUER USE ISLAM EMBLEMS RE-ENTER ISRAEL  
2 86 3 Egypte tremble augment Mahometique  
MAHOMMETAN TRUE EMBLEM EGYPT QUIET ARGUMENT  
6 23 4 Rapis onc fut en si tredur arroy 
WAR ON PERSIA  FUNCTIONS TO DESTROY PRESIDENT'S FUTURE 
7 26 3 Chef de Madric recevra coup de vivres, 
CHIEF DEVICES CARRIED PURE SOURCE - PRODUCES RADIUM 
1 46 1 Tout apres d'Aux, de Lestore et Mirande 
RADIO-ELEMENTS: READ AS 'RADIUM ORE EXUDES LEAST OUTPUT' 
1 46 4 Bien peu apres la terre tremblera 
ARAB PLANES IN UPPER PERSIA LATER BLAME RETREAT 
8 70 3 Tous amis fait d’adulterine d’ame                                 All friends made by the adulterous lady   (Condo Rice) 
ADD TO IT USA FAMOUS RAYS RADIOELEMENT (Medusa device D.E.F.) 
8 70 4 Terre horrible, noir de phisonomie                              the land dreadful and black of aspect (2003) 

THREE TIME MONITORS HIDE , SEE LEPTORRHIN BIREO.  [You]PROHIBIT  TERRIBLE IONOSPHERE SERENE ROLE (false messiah hologram) 
7 26 4 Deux eschapees & cing meneesa  terre. 
REDUCES EARTH, THESE ENEMIES THINK HATE EXCUSES SUCH EXCESS 
2 86 4 L'Herault soy rendre a crier est commis 
MICHEL NOSTREDAME STORY CARRIES RULE 
10 87 2 Le grand empire de la mort si en fera 
THUS THE DEATH OF THE GREAT EMPIRE WILL BE COMPLETED               (''Empire'' is always the reptilian agenda and paradigm) 
10 87 4 Par mer la Pille tout esuanouyra 
THE PLUNDER BY [the] SEA ALL WILL VANISH 

To Conclude in relating these in date order – with only a small handful of lines yet to be accomplished – and the majority already come true 
think again about  pro.gnostication RICE FINAL PRESIDENT.  These lines were found in 2008, in the Tuuin Touuers forum written in past tense 

LEPTORRHIN:   
LONG NOSE BLUE EYES BLOND HAIR –  
ONE OF THE 29 NORDICS,  or maybe TALL WHITES 
BIREO.   
At the ''beak'' of Cygnus,  so from Cygnus, noting 
where that is on Phillip Coppen's Giza floor diagram 
 

Thus raising a question:  
 

Are these the Tall Whites of Tom Hall ?   making the 
Marcabians of the ''shoulder '' in Pegasus those foul 
underground entities which fired on Phil Schneider? 
These Marcabians are still the ''shadow government'' 
google ''YouTube Phil Schneider'' and note his left 
hand. He has since been found murdered .  R.I.P Phil 
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In the original 3 56, line 4 it said: Depuis fix cent & sept xxiii.pars  yet no one has approached this last line utilising the 
full stop/period. Also at first glance, the line actually says "after six & seven cent 23" which we will look at here 
 

 

3 56 from Cheetham: Depuis six cens & sept vingts trois pars. 
                                 Since six hundred and seven score three pairs 
3 56 4  SIX HUNDRED  600 plus SEVEN SCORE =   140 + 
THREE TIMES TWO  =    6 = 746  =    QUATRAIN   7 46  

7 46 – was unreadable after being found in the wall of the hearth  

(Vulcan)  of Nostradamus.      Now look at the original 3 56 

3 56 from Lemesurier – so you can compare the spelling 

Montaubant, Nismes, Auignon & Besier, 
Peste, tonnerre, & gresle fin de Mars: 

De Paris Pont, Lyon mur, Montpellier,          Paris = is Apr. 

Depuis six cens & sept vingts trois pars. 
Note: the full stop after "XXIII" before "pars" in the original 

Montauban, Nismes, Avignon and Bziers, 
Plague, thunder and hail in the wake of Mars:Oct March 2014 

Of/with Paris bridge, Lyons wall, Montpellier,         (mtn) 
bridge & wall = stage gate 

After six hundred and sixty seven by three             =   2001! 
it says: Parse following (go to) centuries 6 23 & 7 23 (hp) 

Quatrain 3 56 4 states two separate details. The first that ''everything follows on from 2001'' and the second telling the collator to go 
directly to 6 67 line three and that this line relates to 3 56 4. The reason this was done is because the texts which the Elohim handed 
to Nostradamus were published in the original form only up to Cent 4 Quatrain 53 so these are the only ones I have been providing. 

3 56 4 Depuis fix cent & sept XXIII.pars.  IS SIX UP EXCITED [Earth] SPIN EXIT. PS RA   ''EXCEPT IS PARS SIX SIX PUT IN DIE''  
IS SIX PICTURES (vignettes in frontispieces the subjects of Hidden In Plain Sight)  
PLUS 6 66 all four lines about ''die'' (dee-ay = Virgo) was the Twin Towers!   APPENDIX, ADD SIX SIXTI SIX 6 66 (which is here) 
ADD SIX0 (the ''60's'' are degrees) SIXTIES meaning Earth lies down a further six degrees, and this was seen in HIDDEN IN PLAIN 
SIGHT  where two different sextants showed   80 and 60 respectively, indicating two different ''rolls'' of Earth 
 

The 60th parallel north is a circle of latitude that is 

60 degrees north of the Earth's equatorial plane.  
It crosses Europe,Asia, the Pacific Ocean, North America, and 

the Atlantic Ocean. 
Although it lies approximately twice as far away from the Equator as 
from the North Pole, the 60th parallel is half as long as the Equator 

line. This is where the Earth bulges halfway as much as on the 
Equator.Wiki   

 

6 67  from 3 56 
Au grand Empire paruiendra tout vn aultre, 
Bonte distant plus de felicite: 
Regi par vn issu non loing du peaultre 
Cor ruer  regnes grande infelicite.                  Ruer = to buck 

 

Quite another [ruler] one will try for the great  Empire, 

Distant (South Africa) kindness more so happiness: 
Ruled by one sprung not long from another, (in line 1 

Realms to buck, great misfortune. 
peaultre: pe aultre. Pe from Pé.an: medical intervention. Some have ''peaultre'' as a brothel, and taking information from almost all 
those people who have been abducted by the Cassiopeians for the purposes of hybrid breeding – one cannot describe it any other way! 
Thus line three in English can mean ''Ruled by one begotten in vitrum'' roughly speaking this is a very good description of the man 
who was brought back to life in 10 72 ''KING OF FEAR'' which has a forum all of its own, showing that Chinghiz Ghan has been either 
cloned from his own 65 year old cells or ''re-made''.  The ''king of fear'' in that quatrain may mean those who did the abducting and  
the creating of this (currently> 14 year old) which would make them the Anak'im returning Ghan to the Azkhenazi (elite) doctrines.  
The occurrence was in July 1999 of the return of the king of fear (YHWH) and the reason no one saw any event is because the ''event'' 
was the conception of the renewed  Chingiz Ghan – by those who had found his tomb – the Chinese or North Koreans. 
In the forum ''King of Fear''  I did make the comment that July and August 1999 mantids were seen in Provence France picking 
Lavender – so linking the presence of the Elohim with that timing. It would be right up En.lil's ''alley'' to have E.Yah blamed for  
the return of the king of fear. Notice, it was Provence this event took place – the old stamping grounds for Nostradamus… 

6 67 3 Regi par vn issu non loing du peaultre 
U.N. ORGANISED SOUL-RENDING [made him A.I.]  SPLINED PRODIGAL (recall he disappeared?)  VENTURA IS SIGNED PUPIL  -  

ALL PURPOSE VENTURA [Jesse] ORIGIN;  GRINS SURROUNDING PIPELINE GOAL, VENTURA DRIPPING GENEROUS ALLUSION.  
U.N/ VENTURA  SOILING POPULAR   'R.O. UP INDULGED INDIGENOUS  DESIGNER  PERSON'  (Tellinger) VENTURA IGNORING 
SINGULAR INGENIOUS  USER SUPPLIED LOANS,  IS ROUNDING UP REGIONAL LIAISING SUPPLIES                         
from 1 92 1  R.O*. FORMS  SONATA (sole player)     *R.O. UP (Andromeda Council) INDULGED TELLINGER PERSON. In 1 92 and 
recall the words in 1 92 2 ''GENTLEMEN (plural U.N) SMEAR  OPINION  POLLS  BILL''   

U.N. (the shape shifter Other Worlders in the U.N.)  INSPIRING VENTURA DEALS PROLOGUE – VENTURA'S UNINSPIRING  
DEAL              INDIGENOUS : originating or occurring naturally          SUMMARY: Ventura's ideals are in opposition to Tellinger's     
                 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circle_of_latitude
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degree_(angle)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_north
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pacific_Ocean
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_America
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atlantic_Ocean
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7  23 1. Le royal sceptre sera constrainct de prendre 
AND REPORTER CORRECTLY REPLACES DAN this is a direct response to my having inadvertently used the word ''so'' as ''os'' 
which means in Capricorn. The line was about the false rapture being in Dan (Scorpio) not in Capricorn. IN  FIFTEEN.  
RECENTLY CORRECTS  TRENDS  REAPPEARANCE  LORD FIFTEEN CORRECTLY…  PATTERNS CREEP COLDER CANARY (Isla. 
''PATTERNS'' are the Earth's magnetic field lines – Canary Islands ''creeping'' into ''colder patterns''.   See EARTH'S NEW EQUATOR  

Presage Julliet 9   LOCCIDENTSALIN  
IS COLLECT (false rapture) IN DAN… CALLED IT COLLECT INCIDENT IN OS (quite so; not in Capricorn - my error)  

One can not 'skim' over any word. In NUMBERS SPEAK TO THE LADY  someone sent me links to numerology. The word was ''numbers''  
7  23 2. Ce que ses predecesseurs avoient engaige: 
AS SPECIES GRIEVOUS SEQUENCE DISCOVERIES DEGENERATE, GREASE UP (cattle mutilations, ''grease'' for ''anointing'') 
TEENAGE SEQUENCES. ''Teen Age'' can mean any of the years which end in ''teen'' or a pun on teenagers' consequences 
E.D. PERCEIVES REQUESTED USAGE CAENOGENESIS         (introduction during embryonic development of characters or 
structure not present in the earlier evolutionary history of that strain or species )  The cattle mutilations are often 
accompanied by black helicopters = the ''agencies'' following. The ''grease'' being taken also includes hormoal glands – to be 
used it seems in the   CAENOGENESIS  of a new type of human being. One without a soul in other forums.  

to the Extra Dimensionals – my question - Who asked for permission to do this? The Answer: 
AGENCIES DEVISE  SCIENCE  SEQUENCES  SUPEREROGATE:     the act of performing more than is required by duty, or need.              
This is about making ''super soldiers'' in vitrum. Dan Burisch spoke of this at area S4 and the 'alphabet' agencies 
AS  E.N.E. (extra terr.  noetic entity) DEEPEST [profound] SEQUENCE  COVER  SUI  GENERIS  PEAU DE SOIE: (synthetic)  AGE.   
RECEIVES SEC (blunt unfeeling) GANGSTER  SUQ  (suc: juice/blood) and probably means both.    NOETIC two brains/thinker 
SUI  sew together/up,stitch;join one's own;GENERIS  birth/descent/origin; offspring/descent;= HYBRID 
7  23 3. Puis que l'aneau on fera mal entendre, 
PENRE [Wes]; EQUAL  SEEM  ANU  LED  U.N. AIM  UNEQUAL  AIR-PLANE (chemtrails or volcanic pall) DAN Scorpio  FOURTEEN:   
EQUALS NAME RUDE ANIMAL IN AIR.PLANE   (shape shifting Chertan jellyfish/bluebottle craft are to blame, not the Anak'im) 
AIMS  SENDER  AN (shape shifted) UNEQUAL  (unfair) LEAP (another obs. word for in Scorpio) Those from Leo blaming others 
AND NELL PLEASE ENQUIRE MANUAL (quatrains) PERENNIAL ANNUAL (anniversary/celebration) IN MA (October) ASLEEP  
Night time. Thanksgiving/Halloween? Which happens to be in Scorpio. I did spend some time this week ''enquiring'' Thursday 

10 71 2 When they will come to venerate Thursday:  (All Souls Day or Thanksgiving) details later 
DAMN SQUARE (Pegasus Marcabian) PAN  (grey) AIM, RELEASED AIR-PLANE NAUSEA  (chemtrails with D.D.T. other lines) 
AND QUA [those which are] EMPIRE (Vatican)  IN DAN FOURTEEN     (Pegasus Marcabian are the U.S. shadow government)  
The word ''released'' could mean RELEASE IN D  which is  June 10 – July 9th   (a date with another name ''bile'') and there are 
other lines which say BEWARE TRAIN DANGER MID ANNAL, taking advantage of sick people to round them up. Which year? 
A  (Cassiopeian/Elohim) NULL, negate, DEEPENS  MU  MARINE  AQUA, (cleaning the oceans) SEED DENSE UNIQUE PARADE UP 
MARINE AQUA UP MI AREAS (Mediterranean) DAN.  UNIQUE  AN (E.Yah) AN APES (Sirius Uan) AIMS QUEUE, SAME PARADE 
MI QUEEN (Cassiopeia) SEE PLEASURE,  PRAISE  IN ''AMEND ANU''          The word ''seed'' means using asteroids to do the job 
''Praise in amending Anu'' is a reminder that there are five factions of these other world groups, & not all are negative to Earth 
''MI AREAS'' where Nostradamus grew up – this has to be relating to ''MALTA EXTINGUISHED'' in 8 6  and ''WATERS  MOUNT 
OLYMPIC FESULAN'' in 8 16. Mount Olympus is 6,400 ft to 9,570 ft high. There are two events capable of this: asteroid/volcano 
APES  pronounced ''Ah-pees'' is obsolete for Sirius, but is also a date, the second ten days in Gemini  June 2nd – June 12th makes 
the pertinent day the ELEVENTH JUNE  if this is the same Gemini as above,  and the 11th is a ''good luck'' day for the ''elite'' & 
if this is the night time, it  could  be the June 12th day mentioned  in the  Epistle to Henri  and in  Monstre d'ABVS  which  states: 
LETTERED 'FIRE BRIGADE'  - GUILLOTINE – DEAD,  something similar to ''Krystallnacht'' .       The word ''if'' is a small word…  

7  23 3. Lors qu'on viendra le palais saccager. 
R.O., (Andromeda Council)  AS,  (god of the Aettir) COLLAPSE CAVALIER SQUANDERING:  – GALVANIC  galvanizing  NEAR-
EQUAL PILE (Pleaides minus Alcyone) REVERSAL ~ CROSS-ROADS  (a Nexus for them) ACQUIRES GOOD SPINAL CANAL (I do 
believe that was cracking a joke!) The stance of those from the Pleiades has always been one of no intervention, which is about 
to change so it seems. (Plejaren) INQUIRER  GOVERNS CAROLINA;  COLLOSAL COLLAPSES RAVAGED LANDSCAPE  EQUALS  
PROVISIONAL  providing  GRAND SCALE  CARE.         This will be following a tectonic event and may include The Great Lakes  
There is a Chesterfield In Carolina, and this name was mentioned five times in the YELLOWSTONE forum  
 

 7 21 1. Par pestilente inimitié Volsicque, † 

 7 21 2. Dissimulee chassera le tyran: 
 TYREL (Ventura) ESSENTIAL REALISED SEAS ENTHUSIASM READY   
 CHAIR (Cass/ Elo'im) MEASURES CARE LESS IDYLL (elite. a pun)  
 {care less] CASUALLY RAISED SMITHEREENS [Yellowstone] 

 INASMUCH  RA  SLIDE  ASH  EASTERLY  DEALS  HUMAN  
 CRISIS, IS  ANIMALS  CRUSHED, DASHED CRIMINAL USES… 
 7 21 3. Au pont de Sorgues se fera la traffique 

7 21 4. De mettre a mort luy et son adherent. 

7 21. By the pestilential enmity of Languedoc,  
(France-the GMO agenda of those from Leo) 

the tyrant dissimulated will be driven out.        
(dissimulated - pun on shape shifter) 

The traffick  will be made by bridge  at  Sorgues/Vatican      
(original Vatican has a portal: see vasacle bridge & ramp 8 30) 
to put to death both him and his follower. 
…       AIM SUCH EASTERLY ASH AT ISLANDERS INCLUDES 
SMASH AIR, LUSH ACID, SLID EAR‡.  U.S. SHADES CRIMINAL 
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SorguesVolsicque  GUESS COOLS QUIVER (in Sagitta, late Sagittarius),  LEO CLOSES U.S., VERSUS VISCOUS LEO CLIQUE 
(Chertan), USER G.Q.   (governor's quarters/Ventura is ''the Governor'') Tyrel is the key|                GO OS   (in Capricorn) 
U.S. SHADES CRIMINAL – saying the ''U.S.'' knows about the bombing of Yellowstone. See the ELITE forum & YELLOWSTONE 
† 7 21 1. Par pestilente inimitié Volsicque 

IT IMPLIES VENTURA EQ (equals /emotional quotient) EPISTOLISER (shapeshifter) IMPLICIT IN NICE PILOT; EQ OPEN LIES 
IS IT NICE SIMPLE POLITE VENTURA  IQ IN POSE POLITICS LINE ?  IMPLICIT SEMI SENILE VENTURA IQ POSES IN ELITE!  IN 
PETITION LEO SPITE IS IMPLICIT (implicated) ''Pilot'' means an original plan which seems ''nice'' at first. If the ''I'' is removed 
it becomes ''plot'' which is not synonymous with the word ''nice''.  ''Leo'' can mean the Leo president, or those from Leo who 
are behind the Monsanto/chemtrails agendas. ''Epistoliser'' from ''epistolic'' the description for the movement and shape 
shifting  which intestines do to transfer food along the digestive tract. 
I PILOT PARCS INQUISITIVE [enquire] ELEMENT, INVITE OPTIMISE – QUIETEN ILL. IT IS ELITE EQUIPMENT causes VIOLIN tune  
7 21 3. Au pont de Sorgues se fera la traffique 
FOURTEEN: OF FALSE FLAG AS ADEQUATE SURPRISE,  SELF-PRAISE (elite) SAFEGUARD ''QUOTA''  DEAL UP TO SQUARE  & 
RUDE STAR GIRAFFES. ''Square '' are the Marcabians and ''Giraffes'' are those Anak'im from the Camelopardalis in the Orion 
Group. This is confirming that the shadow government is in a deal between the ''elite'',  the Underground Marcabian Entities  
of Phil Shneider  which are a form of Grayle, &  a  faction of Anak'im who need the gold/mercury/arsenate for shielding their 
''RUDE'' planet.   ''Deal up'' the children and obese people.  QUOTA: held in FEMA camps. 
OF  SQUARE AIR PASSAGE:  EQUATES  A SAFEGUARD AGAINST PASSAGE OF LIFE  SPIRALS  IN FLUTE (date) D.U. AT ELITE 
QUARTERS (d.u.m.bases)  READ QUA [that just stated] RUSTS.  The ''square air passage'' would be the ducting system. 
''D.U.'' is depleted uranium! Looks like a contractor got wise to the ''elite'' and has made arrenagements of their own. 

FLUTE date is Celtic Mar 18 – Apl 14 and October 28-November 24 – noting the latter is in Scorpio,  Halloween 
included, and this False Flag according to numerous other lines is in the Halloween period. Celtic ''Owl'' is also this 
same date – recall the little owl sitting inside the empty wheel in a vignette? 

7 21 4. De mettre a mort luy et son adherent. 
UNDERSTATEMENT : E.D R.O DUTY DEMONSTRATES  M.E. SOUND TREATMENT (the M.E. tool) NOT UNDERSTATED – 
ATTEND EARTH  REMOTELY  TUNED ,  TERM TREMENDOUS EARTHLY DETONATE,  TOOL TREATMENT REMEDY EARTHLY 
E.D  R.O  the  Extra Dimensional Regency Order of the Andromeda Council 
‡.

 SLID EAR – either the Earth or land sliding in Virgo, sounds like the September 17-20 event 

 

See: both Obama and the Chertans are ''Leo''. The Chertans who are ''managers of all'' – encompassing the Monsanto agendas – please 
keep in mind Monsanto bought out Blackwater and have renamed it ''Academy'' which is an in-the-face warning saying ''to teach you all'' 
*Tyrel Ventura: according to the forum ''Jesse Ventura & Year of the Horse Part Three''  Tyrel is to be a pupil of  the M.E. weapon 
MEASURES CHAIR (Cass/ Elo'im) It is quite certain that the ''elite'' have not taken into account the other ''chair''. In the Alkhemy list 
of key words (the 'esoterical' information they will try and ban from the public) the word ''chair'' or ''loung/ing'' most commonly 
applies to the vain queen Cassiopeia ''combing her hair''… this is the Crowned Queen in the heavens. Her husband Cepheus, king of 
kings in the bibles – is also seated in a chair! There is another forum being worked on simultaneously as this one, called The Black 
Knight, Cassiopeia and Cepheus.  In this forum are two vignettes by Cesar de Notredame – showing the Queen and the King's 
heads in the heavens looking down (Watching) the pope (Empire).  
One is a daytime and the other a night time illustration. The vignette which applies here is that of the ''castle'' of the empire (the 
Vatican) over which are six ''hands'' hovering, with the pertinent and in-your-face ''bridge and ramp'' vasacle of a portal. 

 

Day time, the ''vatican'' 
HANDS represent LEO, and there 
are six of them, representing    
THE UNHOLY SIX 
This castle keep has two           
BELL TOWERS  (portals) 
It has a BRIDGE and a RAMP the 
same as the stage gate has 
and one portal going nowhere 
There are three horses way in the 
background  (where is the 4th?) 
Are they the months, the year?  

Night  time 

Could be the same 
castle from the 
other side. 
Many soldiers  
 in the belfries 
(Are they the “dark 
men”,  have they 
arrived by portal  in 
the basement?) 
Are they reptilian? 
See the vasacle… 

8 30 

Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer 
Faisant un puis long, palais d'espectacle, 
Tresor trouvé un chacun ira vexer, 
Et en deux locz & pres del vasacle.     (Vasacle – bridge & ramp) 

 

Within Toulouse  not far off  Beluzer  (Blur Zee/Sphinx) 

making a deep pit (outer space) a palace's [vatican] spectacle, 
the treasure found will come to vex everyone          (time gate) 
in two places and near the vasacle.   (bridge and ramp at  the gate) 

PAST & FUTURE  near the bridge) 

Within Toulouse  not  far off  Beluzer  (LEO BLUR Z;  THE ZOE/the Sphinx) 

Within here is meant literally – under Toulouse there is a time gate, and the Sphinx ''not far'' as a result, with another time gate under… 
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as is Rennes Le Chateau. See many former forums which pictured the copper plaque of Psunnenes I showing the ''coil'', sonic waves etc 
1 27 

UNDER THE  RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR 
NOT FAR (Giza) IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE 
WHICH FOR LONG CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIDDEN AWAY  
FOUND DEAD. (The stargate) LOOKING (glass) COIL DRIVE FLAT  
2 27  

THE  DIVINE  WORD  [voice activation]  LAUNCHES  CHANGE  – CHILLED HORROR  
WHO DOUBTS  NOT THE PROCEDURE [to] ADVANCE MORE:  
OF  UNLOCKING THE SECRETS  -  INDISTINCT RANGE BOOM 
WHAT ONE TRAVELS BY;  ACROSS  AND AHEAD OF …          (TIME)                                                                                                               H Parks                

creating a deep pit  (outer space) palace's [vatican] spectacle,  (hologram, the pantomime in the evening 4 73 4) 
By watching this short video of holograms in the Dubai Mall, one suddenly realises almost anything will become possible 
do wait until you see the dolphins… 
 

7d Technology in the Real World. In Dubai Mall. - YouTube 
► 3:48► 3:48 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToEHqMw6MWg    1 day ago - Uploaded by Technicia Earth 

7d Technology seen in Dubai Mall with awesome sound effects. You can ... 0:19 Hologram woman in Dubai ... 
 

This is a reference to the ''pantomime in the evening'' (4 73) the hologram/s instigated by the imperial (reptilian) agenda 
the treasure found will come to vex everyone        (time gate)    first found by the military industrial E.T. complex in Iraq  2003 
The ''treasure'' when seen anywhere in the works of Nostradamus always refers to the time gate, stage gate he calls them 

in two places and near the vasacle.   (bridge and ramp at the gate – of the original Vatican) & another found  recently in Afghanistan 

Bridge and ramp ''found in two places''  could also mean two time-frames. 
TholozeBeluzer  LEO BLUR Z (Zee is Cassiopeia/Elohim): THE ZOE (life force). Actually the Tau Cetian who visited 

''William'' all his life called himself Zöe.  Google :  Interview with ‘William’ – earthfiles.com  
Cassiopeia is the ''crowned queen'',  and for all of us who are meant to be the wardens of Edin – the Living Library, the Chi. 
Leo means the Sphinx (found in the Denderah zodiac to be Leo ''blurred'' Virgo, another female) and the ''crowned queen'' of 
Egypt was HatShepSut who was not born royal. Other explanations (in the Shars of Nibiru) have Leo as placed/constructed  in 
the Age of Leo. 

 

this is the illustration which came up for the word "Cunaxa"  in the forum 

''What The Pyramids are for''  which was basically a place where a large 

battle was fought in the fifth century bc.   This battle was fought for the 

control of Persia (Iran) – but was it really just for the boundaries? 

see this picture here  – it has the haoma of the  Lord of Rings -   

he who uses the star gates. Titor calls them ''world lines''. 

Battles are being fought there right now –  

for the same "treasure" ? 
 

1  7  COMBIEN 

Arrived too late (Who?) the deed already done  
The contrary wind, way of learning removed (electricity     
The two turnings brought about  separately      

 Earth in 14 & 15    caused by two different events    
 The enterprises undertaken by the Red Ones  (Vatican     
   What date? How many?        

Who?   would this actually be Tellinger?  The deed: 

whatever event  really brings in the N.W.O…  my money is 

on Yellowstone and/or the three in Europe: Stromboli, Etna 

and Vesuvius/Serbian Basin.    Contrary wind: the 600mph 

wind when the Earth ''bucks'' AEOLUS GOD OF ALL WINDS 

(see illustrations of empty books HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT . 
Notice: ''way'' - method of being able to learn:  electricity 

–   by the Red Ones [those of Chertan & Erid.anus Epsilon of the U.N. and the Vatican and from Nibiru]  
 

 

1 9  From the Orient (East) will come the African heart     
(Tellinger lectures – is he going as far as the East?) 

or: The African heart will derive from the Oriental              [attitude] 
to trouble Hadrie and the heirs of Romulus,   (Hadrie/YHWH/Vatican) 
Accompanied by the Libyan fleet,             (who? The Vatican alliances?) 
the temples of Malta and nearby islands trembling  emptied {radioactive 

Some of these are not in numerical order when they ''pair'' another quatrain 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToEHqMw6MWg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToEHqMw6MWg
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OrientPuniqueHadrieRomulidesLibycque 

ENQUIRE  NAMED  QUEUES : – U.N.  HYPOCRITE  LOADED,  RELINQUISH REPRODUCIBILITY  O (Oxygen)  EQUILIBIRIUM   

The ''queues named'' in former lines have been about receiving ''free  vaccinations'' ''Queue free cures – purchase menace''   

 1 97 1 Ce que fer, flamme n'a sceu parachever 
That which neither weapon nor flame could accomplish - ... vaccinations 

QUEUE - FREE CURES = PURCHASE MENACE 
1 100 3 Tenant au bec un verdoyant rameau 

NEEDLE RECUPERATES OUTDATED SORE  This tells of bringing back to life something like smallpox  
RELEASE (into) UNTESTED POORER EDUCATED  - SURE OUTDATED POTENCE RE-RELEASED 
If you take up the offer of free vaccinations you could be given something a bit more menacing 
http://worldtruth.tv/courts-quietly-confirm-mmr-vaccine-causes-autism%e2%80%8f/  

 

1 9 1 De l'Orient viendra le cueur Punique 

PEURILE LEO ON (red Oannes behind the Vatican)  INTRUDER  NEED  U.N. UNDO EQUIVALENCE (balance) ON ILL EDUCATED  

RUINED ENVELOPE (atmosphere) LINE-UP (chemtrails) TOUR, POUR INTERLUDE (1986 to now) DIRE EQUIVALENCE UNDER 

(underneath the chemtrails) 
 UN System Task Team on the Post-2012 UN DEVELOPMENT AGENDA Pod... Section 2. Conceptual value of global target...  

Go to page 9 Good servants, bad masters... 
1 9 2 Facher Hadrie & les hoirs Romulides,                 ''Hair' {Cassiopeia] 'A'' ia qualified so the ''A'' is not used as a date 

R.O.,  HAIR    (Cassiopeian) SCHEDULER  (of the Living Library) AIM  DEMOLISH  CHILDISH SHOULDER  (Marcabian) 

HIERARCHY  FREEHOLDERS  (shadow government) - FILMS  (holograms) SHADE[copy/hidden] OF LORD OF MISRULE . 

RESEARCH:  IS [miracle] RESIDUAL [reside in] HOLOHEDRISM.     IS HARDIER HOUSEHOLDERS' (preppers) MIRACLES 

HOLOHEDRISM : shape of a crystal having all the planes or faces required by the maximum symmetry of the system to which it belongs.  

MIRACLES:  thus saying the air craft which appear in this shape will be seen to provide miracles to the ''elect'' (the meek) 

1 9 3 Accompaigne de la claffe Libycque,   

BECAME COLD PLACE, Iƒ  DEFACING MA (October) EQUALLY (to Yellowstone - as stated).   

Once again saying that the two events will happen simultaneously – the volcano and the oceans being ''lifted'' over it. 

PACIFIC,  CAPE, (which one?)  BECAME FABLE – [asteroid] EQUALLY GLANCED OFF (equal to the Mediterranean see 7 23 3)  

EQUAL CALM CAPABLE GOD ENCYCLOPAEDIC MAGIC EFFICIENCY.        EQUIP (cause) CYCLIC AGE (orbit) OFF BALANCE.  

1 9 4a) Trembler Mellites:        REMEMBER TELL LIST: METRE  measure  MILLER'S (wheel of precession) BELT (Orion Group) 

RESEMBLES LITTLE MR. (''M'' means Orion and ''R'' means Draco  Grey) Yes, there is a large ''list'' of Other Worlders  being 

upgraded now, but a shorter list appears on page 19 of  the ELITE  forum which is at the bottom of page 15 on the web site 

DEFACING: could be saying FACE [first decan] D (June 10 – July 9) ING (Harvest – train danger)  the date of June11th  in 7 23 3 

1 9 4 b)& proches ifles vuides. 

FLESH UP [give more lines about] DISCOVERIES  PULSES  DIVORCEE  SOILED FEVERISH FISH (age) – REFUSE DEVILISH COPS, 

CHIEF [agenda] DEPRIVES SOULS LIFE.   CUP (Cassiopeia) PILE FIVE (Pleiades), VERIFIES PUSHES COLD,  DEVISERS OF SUCH 

REFUSE DEVILISH COPS  refers to the lines about  FBI CORPS 

4 38    PORCINE (boar/Ursa/Anu and a pun on pigs)  
PRESENTS:  INFER (pretend to be) FBI COPS CORPS PRESENCE  
4 38 2 NAZI MANIFESTO COACHMASTER: FBI   
5 56 3 IS FBI  BESIEGED  ISRAEL  RADICLES  
10 62 3  UN, FBI SCALED  UNSOCIAL  ALL SCALED              (by coloured codes)        
From "L'Androgyn 1570" 

Infandum? hœrentes genitals parte…..  Translated: Weird? Impaled at the genitals. 

PERSIAN GULF ENLISTED (NEANDERTHAL) MAN IN THE STREET,  
PREMIER [president] MAN  IS  TRANSPARENT DAN [Scorpio] 
HUGE FIRES (volcanoes) UPSETTING NEANDERTHAL ISLAM MAN 
Blackwater/Academy: 

"they will START by selectively rounding up street people, ne’er-do-wells and miscreants, but at some point – like when 
stores run out of food – they will round up people to prevent them from foraging, hunting or otherwise fending for 
themselves, or “stealing” Monsanto’s profits by not buying food.  
THAT’s  when  the  gene ral  roun d -u p wi l l  be gin.   
but, yeah – there may be a few months of selective round-ups first. mostly to condition us, to ma ke  ea rly -morni ng 

mi l i tary  raid s  see m common pla ce.        

http://worldtruth.tv/courts-quietly-confirm-mmr-vaccine-causes-autism%e2%80%8f/
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1 12 2 De bas en hault efleue promprement:   
SAMPLE TELEPHONE NUMBER, HOME, NUMBERPLATE  ~ FEATURED  DEEPEST FUNERAL 
1 22 1 Ce que viura & n'aiant aucun fens,         
ACQUAINT [teach yourself] UNFAIR  ACCUSE  UNEVEN  CAUSE  (which one!  Monsanto, D.U.M.B.? false warfare)  
ACCURATE: UNSAFE  IN  UNIQUE  VAN [ufo] – SUN  ANTIQUARIAN  VENUE   (Giza to Babel) 
1 22 2 Viendra lefer a mort fon artifice:  
AFFIRMATIVE:  I  CONFRONTED  EARLIER  (quite so ~ using time portal)     
REFLECTION [think about] FAVORITE  FIRE  ARM  IN  I [Halloween] DAN [Scorpio]  
DIFFERENT CAVALIER REFORMATION,  CARVE ALL  [of you]  DIFFERENT 
1 1      Rearranging the duplicated letters of 'STTAFSISDEUITFECRETEFTDE' gives:  
"IT IS TRUSTS TREATISES  STUFF  IS  DETECTED, EFFECT DEFEATED TIES DISTRUST EFFECTED FATE." 

2 13 2  OUR INTERMEDIATE  A. (Cassiopeian) INTRUDE,  
AIM  TIME RESOLUTION  ELIMINATE MOISTURE (ocean/sea) ON DURATION (meanwhile) 

SO  ITS  ALUMINIUM  SIMULATION    [uranium /radioactivity] DETERIORATES  
A FURTHER EXPLANATION REGARDING DA VINCI'S COMMENT ABOUT  
"A great part of the sea will fly towards the sky, and for a long time it will not return:- That is,  in clouds".   
Interesting that the last forum ONE SENT TO DIE UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS  
should tell us from 2 50 3 how they will do it:- 
2 50 3 STELLAR RENDERING RESOURCEFUL FREEZER,  
SURE CURE FOULER (radioactivity) SELL (tell) TRANSFER sea RE.ENERGIZED      

1 58 4 Fouffàn, Turin, chief Ferrare fuyura.  
SET UUARY OF  ENCHIFFRE URFA SUN USE  
RUNIC ANNIFEROUS (tin) TUNES  
UURY FRENCH SEAFRONTS  
UUAYFARERS UNREST 
USURY FESTER, ENRICH RUIN 
RARE  FIRE, TURN,  HOURS EFFECT 

1 58 ''BRANDENBURG FLIP'', BUFFER FOR GRAVEL BLIND 
ENVIRONMENT'' see Year of the HORSE Part Two 
SET  (Cassiopeians) UUARY of Ursa Majorites using the sun 

RUNIC TIN would mean in Sagittarius or in Pisces 
French seafronts refers to the tremendous tsunami of  8 16 
RARE  FIRE, the likes of Yellowstone or Vesuvius/Stromboli 
TURN the Earth, leaving the HOURS of the day affected 

1 58 4 Fouffàn, Turin, chief Ferrare fuyura. FOURTEEN FURY IS IF FURFURAN (synthetic beings) REACH SUN, IS FUR  mammal 

FARCE, FIFTEEN: A {Eloim , OAR{Argo HURRY, CHAUFFER FURRY (animals), FAIR FIN (dolphins) IS FURNACE volcanic  RAIN  
FRY.  IS OUR  RAN CHAUFFER FURRY IN FIFTEEN       (see also 1 1 1, the very first line which appears  in HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 
furfuran - a colorless toxic flammable liquid used in the synthesis of nylon.   furane · organic compound - any compound of carbon and 

another www.thefreedictionary.com/                                ''OUR  RAN''  of  the  Eddurs – LyRan who are the Elders within the Elohim 

8  1 6  At  the  p la ce  w he re  HI ER O N  ( in  TU R KEY )  ha s  his  sh ip s  b ui l t                                          
the re  wi l l  be  s uc h a  gre a t  sud d e n f lood ,                              
AFT ER MA T H  O F …  ?                 6  5 9  3  Eruptive  Se rb ia n  Ba sin  [ma d e ]  Al ive ?  A nd  se e  ' 'Ma lta  e xt ing ui sh e d ' '   
tha t  one  w i l l  no t  ha ve  a  p la ce  no r  la nd  to  fa l l  upon ,                                   
And  CEN TR A L I TA LY in  o the r  q ua t ra in s  
the  wa te rs  mo un t  to  t he  Oly mpi c  Fe s u la n .                    
MT O LY MP U S 6 ,4 0 0  f t  to  9 ,5 7 0  f t  h ig h  

 

1 70 3  Par la finie en Gaule commencee:    
FILARIAN PEACE  
COMMENCE FINAL RAPE  
NUCLEAR RAINFALL AGE    
MOLECULAR ENGINE FAIL        
CAGOULE MAMELUC (P) REPLACE O                                         

Those (actions) started in France will end there  
Brotherly PEACE then 
FINAL ATTACK starts 
NUCLEAR RAIN FALLS. DNA FAILS 
HOODED half bred (Portuguese)  REPLACE OXYGEN 
This hybrid could be the hooded dwarfs – repairing atmosphere 

1 70 2 La foy trop grande trahira le monarque,    
LAY OPERATING  QR  MA ALARM (Yellowstone.texts) HOARD  FOOD IN FOURTEEN, EQ ADAPT MARGINAL HORROR IN FOURTEEN  

HONORARY  TELLINGER OF: '' FORMAT  PARADE  QUADRANT,  ARRAY FARM DREAM''    PARAQUAT  DEFORMƒ  QUOTA   
1 70 3   Par la finie en Gaule commencee:   Those (actions) started in France will end there  
11 #42 Till Frenchmen rescuing shall once more prevail (French courts/ Monsanto 
BY  HEAVENS' WITNESSES – the Watchers (Eloim etc)  PLANETS  ONE  TO  FIVE  WILL  CHANGE 
1 70 3 Par la finie en Gaule commencee:    
[R.O] COLLEAGUE (Elohim) AIM FINE PERMANENCE, ENGINEER  [this]  E-MAIL, GLEE 
MAN OF PEACE MANAGE INFLUENCE PIECEMEAL; CLUE is NUMERIC ALIEN RELIANCE MINE, GLUE  keeps Nibiru together  
              the GLUE is made of gold/mercury/arsenate for their atmosphere containment ~and this is the CLUE 
EAGLE LINE, UNCLE REGIME (see 1 92.    Uncle of the ''nephew''. The word ''nephew'' in the quatrains is Nannar, Marduk or 
Ninurta. The ''uncle'' would then be either En.lil or En.ki)   NUMERIC  because they are O.C.D. the number ''12'' 
 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/
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1 91 the timing 
 

The gods will make it appear to mankind (Von Braun's… 
that they are the authors of a great war.      (False Flag of 1 6 
Before the sky was seen to be free of weapons and rockets: 
the greatest damage  will be inflicted on the left. (of France 
 

“damage  will be inflicted on the left. (of France) would be Italy if one were standing in France – where “Tuscany the worst” 
or it would be on the left of the map looking at a map; the west. Thus describing ALLEN, BRANDT & BRANHAMS PROPHECIES 

 

1 91 1 Les dieux feront aux humains apparence, 
1 91 2 Ce quils feront auteurs de grand conflit: 
1 91 3 Auant ciel veu ferain efpee & lance (before the golden age) 
1 91 4 Que vers main guache fera plus grand afflit 

1 91 1   U.N SURE APPENDIX added CLIMAXES FOURTEEN  
AHA: MA (October) EXPANSE HANDICAP LUXURIES (elite) 
1 91 2   QUALIFIER: GLAD, TELLINGER  ENDS  CONSTRUCT   
IN FOURTEEN AS  [his]  FOCUS  IS  ''QUITS FUND ACCORD'' 

 

1 91 3 Auant ciel veu ferain efpee & lance                            joins with 7 23 2 PERCEIVES REQUEST USAGE CAENOGENESIS  DEED         
I (Nostradamus) FEEL PEACEFUL VENTURA ENCAENIA.  SEE NICE ALIEN IN ACE (!) VENTURA IN   ALE (Brew date May 13 Jn 9
There are two Venturas, confusing me properly. In the Jesse Ventura 2014 forum there is much concern about their welfare 
NELL CUE:  PEACE: VIA  UR  EA  ANU  IN FIFTEEN.  E.Yah /En.ki  is now with the Elohim. IS A NICE PEACE NÉE FULL IN ALE 
1 91 4 Que vers main guache fera plus grand afflit 
TELLINGER: AFFRANCHISE  SQUAD{political]  UP AFRICA FARM QUA (that just stated) SUFFERS VAGUE FRAUD SQUASH UP 
[squeezed because of] GRAVE [vital] FUND VIA CHAMPAGNE [upper class]. FAME FENDS, QUASH VAGUE FUDGE FRAUD 
(against Tellinger) MASQUERADES  IN RAVEN (date) the last ten days in Leo:  August 12 – 22nd  also Dec 24 - Jan 20  
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FS2UF5i0esI&feature=youtu.be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=yESX48AaWts  
recommended 
the above videos – mothers, picture your kids doing what they want for a living 
www.ubuntuparty.org.za 
contact@ubuntuparty.org.za 
michaeljtellinger@gmail.com 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FS2UF5i0esI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=yESX48AaWts
http://www.ubuntuparty.org.za/
mailto:contact@ubuntuparty.org.za
mailto:michaeljtellinger@gmail.com
mailto:michaeljtellinger@gmail.com
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BECAUSE OF ITS ECONOMIC SENSE FOR HUMANITY ON THIS PLANET ~ AND FOR MOTHER EARTH HERSELF 
 

 
''In our efforts to bring absolute freedom and liberty to all the people of South Africa, especially on the economic front, 
 it has come to our attention that our country “REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA” is registered as a corporation on the US Securities & 
Exchange, among other well recognised corporations like Anglo American, Old Mutual, ABSA and Standard Bank….'' 

 

 

 
10 62 

Near Serbia to assail Hungary 
The herald of "Brudes" will come to advocate:     BLACK MAN   
 

Is Columbia on this list? 

 
 
 
 

Presage XX follows 
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20  1557 Septembre 2015 
Mer, terre aller, foy, loyauté rompuë. 
Pille, naufrage, à la cité tumulte, 
Fiel, cruel acte, ambition repeuë, 
Foible offensé, le chef du fait inulte.  

Sea, land to go, faith, loyalty broken 
Pillage, wreck, tumult in the city: L.A. 
Proud, cruel act, ambition sated, 
Elect (meek) offended: the perpetrator of the deed unpunished. 
(elite) 

• Presage XX. 20 Septembre 1557 = 2015.     (the code for the cipher key is to add 458 – the date ''O'' was first published 
• Mer, terre aller.     RARER MERLE (blue is As) LET RARER TREE  M.E. II RETELLER TELL  REAR ARM  E.M.R  REAL 

MELTER REEM ERR (Monoceros?) RELET REALM  REEL RARER MILE             REEM: Hebrew name of a horned wild animal  
and in the hidden texts that is either those of Erodanu with their ten horned helmet or those from Aldebaren in Taurus. The 
constellation Monoceros is within the Orion Group, so it may mean something else 
 

• foy, loyauté rompuë,                      LOFTY  R.O. UP, ROYAL  UP  TO OFF  MU  MAY, MA (October)  Y[I] (Halloween) 
see ANROMEDA BOOTS UP THE [MU] PYRAMID 
 

• Pille, naufrage.  IS LARGE LEAN (Merle) REAL ANGEL UP IS LEARN PLURAL PLAGUE  FUEL UP (chemtrails) FALLING 
LARGE  AREA  PAIN FELLING  AGE … IS GENIAL GALE FLARE UP REAL LIFE IN EAR, (Virgo) NAG (horse year or month)  
• FINAL  
• à la cité tumulte: L.A. EMIT MUTE [secret] CULT  TU (you) TITLE TUCUM (evidence gained by authority/Vril) CULT 
MUTATE,  MUTILATE;  IT MUTUAL CELTIC (Anu/Marduk).    CUMULATE  AUM  TILT EMIT CULL L.A.    IT  CUTE  LUTETIUM  
[silver white metallic ] MUTE LUTE  (Lyre Elder) CALM  TALL  UTU (Hero E.N.E. from Gliese 876C) CULL  L.A.  MA (October)  

AUM  TILT see other lines regarding the use of sound in relation to  the Earth, such as 7 21 4 
 

• Fier, cruel acte.    TRUCE FARCE LIE; FIRE (volcano) CRUEL ACT  E (September 20/21)  CIRCULATE (Earth) FREE.  
• IS ACE LECTURER  IS CEREAL (1 92 crop circle) RECITE CLEARER CARE-FUL CLUE IS ACRE LECTURE , ELECT FAIR 
CURE,  FILE ''CUT CAREER'' RECITES REFUTE CARE-FREE CULT (elite) IS CREATE LUCRE,  ARC FUEL FLU  – REACT CURE 
LIFE… CLUE AFTER RICE IS CATERER RULE 

PLATE 15 in The Black Knight – Cassiopeia and Cepheus 

Sei terrible ,  horrible false name      (''sei'' Latin: using false name 

STIRRER RELIES LIBERTIES,  TRIBE  LIES  IN  BEER (Ale/Brew date May 12 – June 9)           

RETRIES IN BILE  (June 10 – July 7) 

chi refiftera a te.  You all resist Che (Zeta 45 greys) 
RECREATE  THE  FAITH.  see 2 60 and line one of this presage ''foy'' faith broken and 2 9 (use ''search'' ''C''+''F'' 

IS CARE FREE (elite /without care) ARTIFACE FEAR IS A FIERCE THREAT.         RECITE THE AFFAIR 

IS EARTH REACT CRATER FIRE (volcano) IT REACT AFTER RICE   (final president, the cloned C Rice) 
Sei terrible , chi reƒiƒtera a te.   
THE CELEBRITIES RETIRE[ment] HEREAFTER AFFAIR (Vril deal with the wrong one) THIS CARE FREE 

(elite) BELIEF IRRITATES  A FATHER (which art in heaven)    IS I (Nostradamus) RELATE RICE BRIEFEST  

CRITERIA IS BRIEFEST ETHEREAL, IS  LIBERTIES  ARTIFACE (lie) THEREAFTER  AIR (with no soul) 

speaking about clones/ ''walk-ins'' … aka ''synthetics''  no soul and  short life span 

EARTH'S  FIRE  IS  BEETLE'S  CRITERIA       (beetle is the Scarab of Cancer/Ursa Major. SA.AM/Anak.im)( 
FERTILISE   EARTH  CRITERIA  BEEF  (in Taurus) 

IS RECITE EARTH LIBRARIES  FEET …Pisces 2015   IT CERTIFIABLE FREE to RISE ALBEIT REFER 

IT IS FIERCE… ELECT  SEA  BARRIER  IS  HESITATE  FIRE (volcano)  using a huge tsunami over Montana? 

• ambition repeuë,   
PROBE IN MINUTIAE  ABOUT EMPIRE;  MI EUROPEAN BIT (Vatican) – where on ''probing'' one finds the red reptilian Uan 
 

• Foible offensé le chef du fait inulte.  
INELUCTABLE FIELD* FLUSH OFF HOUSE (Earth) IN FIFTEEN – INELUCTABLE  unable to be resisted or avoided; inescapable 

 *FIELD – Pegasus – Marcabians – shadow government – based below Area 51 etc 

 2 35 4 Sol,lArq,& Caper tous feront amortis.  
SQUARE{Pegasus] E.T. (shadow government/Tall Whites of Tom Hall) SAIL. (fly away) IS QUE (cue) QUEER RISE 
(Reis) ATLAS (Earth turned)  ATLAS QUEER RISE  

ELITE  DECEIT  OF/FROM  FABULOUS  HELL  (Stargate in ''hocus-pocus hell'' hazard)        in 7 73 Presented to Vulcan (hidden 
behind his fireplace) Nostradamus speaks of the elite using time gates for their own furtherment. Problem is: the Elohim have 
been a step ahead of these elite all the way. We have had three time changes in 2014 already.  The two in 2011 (April & June) 
of 20 minutes each placed the Earth out of harm's way of the 2012 St Lucy's Day asteroids (Toutatis & companion), predicted 
by both Nostradamus and Mother Shipton. 
I  EFFECTED  IN  FABULOUS  ''HELLO''  (time travel to the author/collator/Lay)      see ''IS, CAN BE, SEVEN CONDUITS'' 
      •          USEFUL  (Tellinger) ELUCIDATION OF THE OLD [the stage gate] BENEFICIAL  OF  the  FEEBLE [meek/elect]  

this is saying Salinas crop circle was guidance! 
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Michael Tellinger shared a link. 

Interview with all FOUR UBUNTU Party Candidates.  
1hr 36min 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--nuUaK9xyw&list=UUkibWZbip_sMPxeSCSOPVAQ 
 

 
MR TELLINGER REPRESENTS ONE WORD  

 
HOPE 

 
 

this forum continues in Part Two 
 
 
 

 
Remember: 
For any of the former forums or information regarding the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus 
simply write to 
 

hiddentext@live.com.au  
 
marking your title ''NOSTRADAMUS'' 
 
 
FOOTNOTE: 
 

https://www.facebook.com/michael.tellinger.1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D--nuUaK9xyw%26list%3DUUkibWZbip_sMPxeSCSOPVAQ&h=PAQFgoZ6SAQE6u1F_TictG9PxUghmsC7LTMd491IOfyOvRw&enc=AZMgYUywMjpNpwYY0qyH6HTvX827zdFuUNePweAvnVofbcwMvk_MJtNgD_5mTBPlgu3obvCpsr6AQCkWdSSLxtQf&s=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--nuUaK9xyw&list=UUkibWZbip_sMPxeSCSOPVAQ
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
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THE CIPHER FOR FINDING THE YEARS  
ONE NEEDED ALL THESE LINES FROM THE TEXTS HIDDEN 
WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OF FINDING THE CIPHER BY ACCIDENT?  
 
NIL 

JAIN ZERO KEY 
 

1 42  2 CENTURIES~NAME PROCESS, PROGRAMS~LINES  
3 26  4  PRINTER:  INTERPRETS ZEROES INCITES ENTRIES  
4 11  3  ED ZERO  VEIN;  OUR VIGNETTES   
4 11  4  PREPARED VERSE METER REVERTS:  REROUTES,  RETRIEVES  
4 32  4  PHILO  INFORMS PALAEOETHNIC AN ART (Age of Leo etc 
FORMATION  ANTIOCH'S  TANACH: (Anu. Nicaean council, the who edited the bible) 
in 325 AD (coincidence it is 325 missing years – which are missing from A.D. See SHARS of NIBIRU & the ZODIAC AGES 
4 91  4  ANCHORESS SEARCH STAR CHARTS  ~ REACHES GENRES 
6 76  4  ABOUT BROADEN NORMATIVE  LINES,  LESS  OBDURATE  MEDIA  ROUTE  
5 78  3  ENUMERATED  (Jain)  ZERO  DATE  EXUNDATE (added to)  SEEDS  CODE 
7 28  4  CHORE:  ENTER ZERO TIMES BORN [first published], SCHAPPE (silk thread, strong but hard to see) TOUCHES [the truth]      
8 91  2  RULES REZONES ZEROES.  CLUES PREVENTS LOUSY SCORE    

9 58  3  TRY  OUR  ZERO  UUYRDS (what are the chances of anyone  accidentally  finding the cipher!) 
9 62  2  ATTACH  COUNTS  ZEROES  RETROCESSION  EACH  SIZE  
9 73  1  ENTER CEYS  ABROAD, FOCUS ON ENTRIES OF ZERO ABOARD texts BODY FEATURED ELABORATE [vb]  JAIN   

obdurate  [stubbornly] defy [others who would question] by odd feature.  
THE ODD FEATURE  IS ALIGNING ALL THESE LINES WITH ZERO!  

9 73  1  FOCUS ON ENTRIES  OF ZERO ABOARD  BODY  (of work) 
FEATURED  ELABORATE [vb]  ENTER  - CEY'S   JAIN  ABROAD – first published Zero as a number in India  in 458 AD 

The OBDURATE  DEFY  BY [because of]  ODD  FEATURE 
 
 
And THIS is how Nostradamus  ''HOCUSSED HITLER'' 


